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PRIOR GOVERNMENTAL EXPERIENCE: None.
I am

not a Republican either.

I am still an Independent. Between now and November, most
candidateq will be calling themselves an Independent or
Moderate of some sort. Yet, there will be few if any moderates
nominated through either the Republican or Democratic primary.
As you vote, I would like you to consider that.
lVlost people recog nize the two groups represented by the
Flepublican and Democratic parties. There is also a third group
of centrist Independent voters. Having three groups would nct be
a problem except that Oregon law requires a two-party closed
primary. Independent voters are forced to register.as either moderate Democrats or Republicans to participate' in a primary.
About half register Republican and half register Democrat. As a
result, moderate voters are outnumbered in both primaries. The
two-party primary artificially splits the centrist u:,*
Independent voters have become increasingly frustrated with

thls situation and are dropping out of the primary elections.
Unfortunately, with every lndependent tl'rat drops out, the
remaining moderates are outnumbered just that rnuch more.
Moderate candidates, lacking voter support, can no longer win a
contested primary race
As an Independent, I am asking for your vote in this election, but
I am not asking you to vote against your party. I am asking you
to take a good long look at the two-party primary and how it has

affected youi candidates. 20% of the voters in Oregon are
Independents. You cannot disenfranchise that many centrist voters without completely undermin,ing moderate Republicans and
Democrats.
A single open primary is conducted for each nonpartisan office in
Oregon. Expanding this open primary to cover all offices would
givaevery voter an equal vote and we would have better candidates in the general election as a result.

(This information furnished by Will the last Moderate to leave, Please
turn aff the lights and lock the door committee.)

Paul Damian Wells has agreed to limit campaign expenditures for this
Primary Election under ORS 260.180.

